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Enumerator::Lazy#drop_while and take_while should require a block.
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Description

Enumerator::Lazy#drop_while and take_while should require a block.

Currently:

[1].lazy.drop_while.force # => LocalJumpError: no block given
[1].lazy.take_while.force # => LocalJumpError: no block given

After patch, these will raise an ArgumentError "tried to call lazy drop_while without a block"

Associated revisions

Revision 8ca50421 - 01/14/2013 07:42 AM - marcandre (Marc-Andre Lafortune)

- enumerator.c: Require block for Lazy#{take|drop}_while [Bug #7692]

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@38811 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e
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History

#1 - 01/14/2013 04:22 PM - marcandre (Marc-Andre Lafortune)

- Status changed from Open to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

This issue was solved with changeset r38811.
Marc-Andre, thank you for reporting this issue.
Your contribution to Ruby is greatly appreciated. 
May Ruby be with you.

- enumerator.c: Require block for Lazy#(take|drop).while [Bug #7692]